As more and more vehicles are being equipped with hybrid blades, you need a high-quality hybrid wiper that provides the application coverage you need and is easy to install.

**TRICO Sentry® wiper blades:**
- Side-mount design provides a lower profile for improved windlift
- Dual-Shield® Hybrid Technology:
  - Pivoting, high-strength polymer shell safeguards the blade from the elements
  - Spring steel beam structure provides optimal windshield contact and pressure
- SWIFT® Easy Connection Technology fits 12 leading arm types
- Available in 14" to 28" lengths
Anatomy of a better blade

Dual-Shield® Hybrid Technology:
- Pivoting, high-strength polymer shell safeguards the blade from the elements
- Spring steel beam structure provides optimal windshield contact and pressure
- Side-mount design provides a lower profile for improved windlift
- SWIFT® Easy Connection Technology fits 12 leading arm types

Stock up on TRICO Sentry® wiper blades today.

For unmatched service and support, you know you can always depend on TRICO. And your customers can trust you to give them dependable OE quality wiper blades that endure the test of time. For more information, contact your TRICO representative at 1-800-388-7426 or visit tricoproducts.com/sentry.